Abstract-
Most realistic problems are complex to solve with existing optimization techniques. We admit that there are complex realistic engineering problems, commonly known as NP-hard. This hardship is due to the problem size, combinatorial nature, storage capacity, etc. Part of hardship, of course, is due to the synthesis phase "how to model the optimization problem?" An algorithm is developed that integrates the B. & B. method with orthogonal arrays and enumeration techniques. The search domain is modeled using orthogonal arrays (full or fractional) and enumeration techniques. We show that there is equivalence between both the space used and the resulting problem solution. The proposed algorithm can determine the search size and accordingly the cost of solution. For the first time, the algorithm gives the user the flexibility to choose the solution quality and corresponding cost. In case a high quality solution is required, the modeller should be ready to compromise time and effort. Several situations do not require quality solutions; accordingly, the user can resort to fractional arrays to model the problem. Integration of B. and B. algorithm, orthogonal arrays and enumeration techniques is novel to our knowledge and the engineering community should welcome such means of hybridization as long as they offer solution to hard to solve problems.
Realistic engineering applications are size dependent. The engineering community is either considering the option of over simplification of the original problem or resort to hybrid methods. Over simplification yields trivial solutions. The B.& B. algorithm is the search engine, the orthogonal arrays are the search domains and enumeration techniques are the possibilities of all model formulations. Due to space limitation, past studies are not included. Table 1 shows the array sizes used for different number of variables. The full and fractional arrays are given with the probability of finding the best solution (optimum). For instance, an L4OA is used to model 2 variables with a probability of 100% to find the optimum. As the number of variables increase to 3, the array size changes from L4OA to L8OA. The analyst has an option of using : a) an L8OA and 100% probability of getting the best solution or b) an L4OA and 50% probability of getting the best solution. Equivalently, L16OA is used to model 4 variables with a probability of 100% to find the best solution. Similarly, the analyst may decide to fractionate by using L8OA (and L4OA). In this case, the probability of finding the best solution is 50% for L8OA. As the number of variables increase to 9, the array size becomes L512OA (for the full array), L256OA (for half of the array), L128OA (for the quarter of array), L64OA (for the 1/8 of array) and L32OA (for the 1/16 of array) respectively. When the user uses the full size array, the probability of getting the best solution is 100%. Once he decides to fractionate, the probability of getting the best solution is equivalent to the fraction value. For instance, when L256OA is used to model a 9-variable problem, the probability becomes 25%. Ideally the modeller will try to employ the full size arrays to enjoy the best solutions. Full size arrays are tractable, easy to code and understand for low size problems ( and only then, the modeller will start to realize the benefit of fractionation.
Different search graphs assign continuous variables resulting from constraint relaxation to different arrays columns. Figure 1 gives different search graphs for L8OA, L16OA and L32OA respectively. For instance, when L8OA is used, variables can be assigned to columns 1, 2 and 4 (for a full array) or 1, 2, 4 and 7 (for a half array). Similarly, when L16OA is used, variables can be assigned to columns 1, 2, 4 and 8 (for a full array) or 1,2,4,8 and 15 (for a half array) or 1,2,4,8,15 and 12 (for a quarter array) respectively. Similar assignments can be followed once L32OA is used. 
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When the model is synthesized as continuous, the best maximum reached is $56.50.
Two sub-models are formulated and shown in Table 2 . All sub-models yielded "no-feasible solution". 4 sub-models are formulated and solved. All sub-models yielded "no-feasible solution". 
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The model is synthesized as 0-1. The best minimum reached is 6. Four idealizations are given in Table 4 Table 5 gives a summary of all problems examined. The original model is described in terms of # of variables, # of constraints, nature of problems and solution obtained. The maximum number of continuous variables is also given.
The maximum number of continuous variables is 16 (out of 30) for the Max_MCEMS_1. This is the only exception out of the problems tested. In the reduced model, the sizes of different arrays used to model the resulting space range from L2OA ~ L64OA. The employed orthogonal array sizes are 2-levels arrays of acceptable sizes and the cost is always . n 2
The cost of the method employed is always affordable. Compared with the regular B. and B. algorithm, the proposed method has a positive effect in reducing the initial problem size by 20% ~ 96.6%. Figure  2 gives a summary of tested cases in terms of # of variables (initially and after application of hybrid algorithm) and the % of size reduction achieved. Table 6 gives description of different arrays. Only 2-level arrays are used, some are standard such as L4OA, L8OA, L16OA, L32OA and L64OA. Others are not standard such as L128OA, L256OA, L512OA, L1024OA and L2048OA. The development of search graphs for non standard arrays and high number of variables is a novel area of research. This research only utilizes existing search graphs for standard low size arrays. The knowledge of search graphs limits the use of non standard arrays, although can be used. These standard and non standard arrays can model 1~11 variables (for standard arrays) and 3~15 (for non standard arrays). Low size arrays are less expensive than large size arrays. The full size arrays require expensive # of function evaluations and CPU time. The results obtained are high quality unique solutions. When fractional arrays are used, certainly more variables can be modelled at the expense of non-unique solutions.
The solution expense increases with the number of variables and size of array. The algorithm developed is given in figure 3 . • NP-hard problems can be solved via the proposed method in a cost effective manner.
• The method proved applicable to LP problems.
Extension to quadratic and nonlinear problems requires linearization techniques about a point.
• Orthogonal arrays used, so far, are k 2 of acceptable size. Further larger size problems need to check the solution expense of arrays employed.
• The proposed method needs a comparative analysis with other methods vs. the size of different problems. This will help place our method relative to others with respect to problem nature, size, complexity, applicability and objective/ constraint types.
• The method requires knowledge of orthogonal arrays (and their fractional arrays) and search graph techniques. 1 -3, 2009 , London, U.K. 
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